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    1. Prologue

**Prologue: Briefing**

As Master Chief prepared to be launched to the surface of Eridanus
II, he thought back to his mission briefing hours ago.

"You are to guard Eridanus II against any Covenant invasion,"
commanded Doctor Halsey.

"But Doctor, wasn't the entire Covenant wiped out five years ago, and
besides, why use Master Chief to protect Eridanus II? Wouldn't it be
safer to use the marines?" questioned the confused Cortana.

Doctor Halsey shook his head and answered "No. And Master Chief knows
why. Let him tell you later, it is too horrible to discuss now."

A sudden jerk brought the daydreaming Master Chief back to reality.
"Prepare for the launch of the escape pod!" A genderless voice
announced.

Cortana's cool, clear tone flooded through his combat speakers, "Here
we go."

_End of Prologue._

    2. Chapter 1

**Chapter 1: Arrival**

As Master Chief and Cortana were in the escape pod speeding towards



the surface of Eridanus II, they were having a conversation about the
Covenant.

"The Covenant survived. I'm not sure how but they did. I heard Doctor
Halsey say something about only Elites are alive." The Chief said
quickly.

Cortana responded slowly. "Soâ€¦ that means that there are MORE
Covenant than humans, right?"

The Chief nodded and said "This is gonna be a long battle." Cortana
agreed. It was a terrible reality.

"But if that is the case, why would they target Eridanus II? It
doesn't make any sense at all. Do you know the answer to that,
Chief?"

"Yes. It is simple really. Eridanus II is my home planet."

Cortana was still confused. "But why would they go there? I still do
not understand."

"They will try to glass it so no one like me can cause a threat to
them. It is a very brilliant plan. But we are still going to stop
them! No one can mess with the SPARTANS!" Master Chief yelled
heroically.

Cortana nodded signaling she understood and they were silent for the
rest of the trip. It was a long trip to the planet but finally they
arrived with a CLUNK!!!!!!!

The Chief climbed out of the pod and Cortana said "Here we
are."

Another ship landing could b heard in the background followed by a
huge explosion.

"What the hell was that?" Cortana asked strangely.

"They are here. The Covenant has arrived."

Master Chief drew his SMGs and prepared for battle. This would be a
long battle. There would be many deaths and injuries.

"Holy crap! They are all elites!" A marine could be heard
yelling.

"No. No. NOOOOO!!!!!!" Another could be heard with gunshots heard
afterwards.

Gunshots and screams were everywhere. And all the screams were
marines.

"We have to fight now, Chief! We cannot let any more marines die
here!" Cortana said.

But Chief was eyeing something else and didn't hear Cortana.

"I said let's go Master Chief!" Cortana screamed but to no avail.
"What are you looking at?"



Cortana looked in the direction the Chief was looking and her
artificial intelligence jaw dropped.

"OHâ€¦. MYâ€¦. GOD!" Cortana yelled as she saw hundreds of elites
charging towards her and Chief. "This is definitely not good. We
can't fight them all can we?"

"We have to try." Master Chief said.

"No way! You cannot beat them all by yourself! Stop now. I won't let
you go through with this."

"Like you can stop me." The Chief said as he got ready to fight.
"Here it is. The beginning of the end. This is the battle to end all
battles. I can taste death right about now."

In the background, a marine could faintly be heard "Damn
elites!"

_End of chapter._

End
file.


